**NOW PLAYING**

**ONLINE**

$7 DIGITAL PASS

*Purchases of 10+ receive 10% off

**WM Students FREE**

*With student ID

Reach Out and Leaning In close out the 2020-2021 season. Dance Minors and Orchesis student choreographers explore and develop original work performed by William & Mary students.

March 25-28
April 15-18

On-Demand

Buy Digital Passes online at
wm.edu/boxoffice
or visit our
Box Office in
person at the
Kimball Theatre,
428 Duke of Gloucester St.

757-221-2674
@wminthewings
boxoffice@wm.edu

*W&M Theatre and Dance is committed to upholding and maintaining COVID-19 safety and distancing protocols.*
W&M Theatre and Dance Spring 2021 Season

**The Untethered: Homecoming**
from the W&M Theatre and Dance Alumni Stage
Directed by: Francis Tanglao Aguas

**STREAMS LIVE FEBRUARY 18-21**
The Untethered, a troupe of BIPOC Theatre alumni, present their new work in “Homecoming.” This never-before-seen live online event series features performances of song, dance, spoken word and monodrama exploring the quest of diverse artists to carve out their own space at W&M and the American creative landscape. Followed by an open discussion from the cast, “Homecoming” is more than a performance, it is a “liberated unspooling of untold stories from W&M community.”

**MOSAIC**
Advisors: Leah Glenn, Mark Lerman, and Laurie J Wolf

**STREAMING MARCH 4-7**
Mosaic brings together the best and brightest of the W&M Theatre and Dance department for an evening of song, dance, poetry and reflection. Featuring performances of published and original works that put us Politically, Socially and Culturally in the Moment, each student brings their unique perspective and voice to the mosaic that is the Arts at W&M.

**Dance of the Orcas**
written by Omiyemi Artisia Green
choreography by Ann Mazzocca Bellecci
music arranged by Alagbara

**ON-DEMAND APRIL 29-MAY 2**
In this stirring choreoritual of word, song and movement, Tahlequah, assisted by ancestral forces, journeys into a dark emotional abyss and learns the freedom which comes from letting go. A testament to embracing vulnerability and community healing. A co-production with Christopher Newport University.

**MOSAIC**

POETRY
SPOKEN WORD
DANCE
MOVEMENT
PERFORMANCE
ART
PHYSICAL THEATRE
SCENES
AND MORE!

**DANCE OF THE ORCAS**

written by OMiyEMI ARtisiA grEEn
choreographed by ANN mAZZoccA BELL ECCI
music arranged by ALAGbara

adapted from the original evening at the AIA MDM Conference 2014